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Third Cycle in Astronomy THE SOLAR WIND (16 December 1975) - M. ROTH 

9 . - Interaction of the solar wind with the earth's magnetic field 

1. Introduction 

rt j ::; we ll csl.dh] it;lwd no\v tllill. d cU llli.lllldl ci.ldLd (ll! t f LOIv of 

l.!ltcrac L "li l:1t Llie llCIT t.;:'I.1".i:L1. llli1 gneUc : C i(~ld o i JipuL d l origin . 

/I schematic il Lu sLrat ion o f this interactio n is shown in Figure 1, 

which represent: ::; the lwoll-·midnight magnetic meridian plane. As a re sult the 

magnetic Eiel.1 is co n fined within an elongated cavity which deflects the 

soLar wind a round it . Usually the point of closest approach of the solar 

wind is at a geocentric radial distance of about 10 RE in the upstream 

direction. At this sta gnation point, the flow speed vanishes. On the other 

hand, as the velocity of the solar wind near the Earth is greater than the· 

propagation speed of any hydromagnetic wave in the medium, a bow shock wave 

develops upstream. It is similar in many ways to the bow shock wave ahead 

of a round-nosed projectile or vehicle in supersonic flight. In the dayside, 

the geocentric distance to the subsolar point of the shock is about 14 to 

15 earth radii during quiet conditions. 

Satellites and space probes have identified a transition region 

of compressed subsonic plasma flow, immediately behind the shock ahead 

of the Earth. In this region the plasma density and temperatures are 

increased. The energy of the solar wind particles is almost entirely in 

the form of random thermal motions, and the bulk velocity is very low. 

However, as the plasma flows away from the stagnation point, it accelerates 

and energy is transferred from thermal to directed motion. A sonic surface 

is reached, in the position indicated by the dashed line, and thereafter 
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the f_ . ,.low .is fur. the r: accele~ated, eventually becoming .,highly supE::Cr~e 

more. At : gr.ea t · dh:.tances from t:he ' Sun.;..EartiI aX) .1 tnt: shack :wav~ is 

attenu ated ,md slightly· deflects the. solat. wind.: : The 11r~msi tign 'Jre~io 

be h ~en ,,-WE ~ h. bow shock and. the t.en:e·s trial magIili tic l ie ld is carl led Lhe 

>1 . iIJafJ·n~H"~heath ~ s Thj. ;:: rep;ion acts like an."elastic ,nedium tran:sm~ tt'l~lrr the 

ki ·: ~ , _nel.1..c prel';.snrC;; 01 the SQd ar , inli BrecthC: . '"' ar;th~ mBtgnl;"ti :,' fi tilltL confines 

this fi ,: 'ieid a rife,.::' ':'L ,"':" 11 de f .ined..cavUy- ca,l1 e d ctbl. IM.gne Lo'Sphere . .. Dnmm t 

from Ie _' thO! To;arth, t:l1}.e=mafne to~· pliere t f'trel,chest (Jl)u:lf: - I: ,~, ,I o~m ol~ e x1. eadhU, ;t- .cIl.il 

wi thin which the mag_ 

southern hemisphere and toward the Earth in ~, . ~ n d.be~rn, ::rh l!urLs pmere. Wi thin 

magne tic egua tori - , ' .e.wtb. a:i}"! J.cj~T.:li ' s £mett.. s'hc ' t. c i.ofl)~e ;";f :i:::gli: :(i .:~; a-sd . a ",,·· , ~1 1 

sub stan tiall y tL_ .keD ixegi :on'''" ;., 1l.t-1c - ;p 1:h B ~JJa~: Il}.'H; (leart.t;a i:R.(o'~.g Ld yfj .l.( t Lng ' ·p.aI' tiel es . 

A thin t :lUnc' -Jl-yY·Oal~. ': L ".', ~". T ,-' l:n~!· toa-gtDlt8:-eJ pa~ ·;:;t , :;'Fllla rbi..:l. ''IIL'):gm':~ 't'lli :r<'.r1lcrttbhf:Bam. 

the magnetosphe ~. !rt: 

In the early theories of t1... - ma ,~t - ~hel:el):hy ~' " .U.tna.pr.d f~. 

Ferraro (1), the te inan Ertary magnc :ic ,H eld was ignored, n',:.dL t BIfl, l 

in effect by definition . A ~. l thtl :.magl,v~ d'2'1f ~~bi rU nes on this surface 

radiated from a I e...:..~ , Kil.:~a~.JN"tJi fu r &-~heonso1!J.te , ::r·]J1JmEgh~ 1 ',J tu.at r da"~ide 

region, and reel :erech tbachl L S, :o- 1:nt ', ma~trt'·".\~IP~'jOS /'l:kra.ugfu . .rai:rs.iJIr '!< .a,r :'l{idint 

N in the nor tho 
n 

tha t the field strength at t l 

and the word neutral is st i ~:r ' qa¥c:,,-r,;:'; :i;k-iug Rot-~aDpruJ>rimti th the 

observations by Frank (2 ~ j thalLm-~; .. ~t. t , 'l~t:h,q ,plasma does iJ 

to low al ti tude s, tl oug-Ifor:-',. ~l ! Lbe§e' ne~iun~; ; t:J;une; "'.J,.d:-.gda:1E:: 

polar cusps . 'l l .:hFuTt t e : rtltale-se ot ~r, )'sE:,j;'lYihS.hm l;'~ ,:11 t:Jwetl tcuili. t :t:.h6.s -€S"elCt tiona 1 

area of the penet : 'Jt;:c~ l l g-a'f :i , TII:' plasma cOI Slmn i "' ~ J[' al.ht:ge ~1 :ilre:i::ng Ls:d .. "" l 'hmro 4° 

in north-south - (tEMHi!> Accorc ' .gl ylj.aa term such 
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proposed by Heikkila (3), seems more appropriate . These clefts are located 

at geomagnetic latitudes of about 70-75° and at geocentric radial distances 

of approximately 10 R
E

, in the dayside region. 

Recently, plasma measurements in the distant polar magnetosphere, 

tailward of the cusps by Paschmann et al. (4) and later Rosenbauer et al. (5) 

have revealed the presence of a persistent layer of plasma, adjacent to the 

magnetopause, and enveloping, tailward of the cusps, the entire magnetosphere. 

For this reason, this layer has been called, by Rosenbauer et al. (5), the 

plasma mantle . Its thickness varies between about 0.5 RE and 4.0 RE and the 

layer comprises magnetosheath plasma, flowing away from the cusps into 

the magnetotail, along magnetic lines of force adjacent to the magnetopause, 

but inside the magnetosphere . The fact that the plasma mantle is not 

observed on the days ide of the magne tosphere, equatorward of the polar --

cusps, leads to the conclusion, that this portion of the dayside magnetopause 

acts as an effective barrier, against the direct entry of magnetosheath 

plasma. 
. :." .. ,,;" 1 ''''''j . .. 

1 

2. The structure of the Ferraro magnetopause 

Most early studies of the interaction between the solar wind and 

the geomagnetic field treated the magnetosphere as a vacuum and ignored 

the weak interplanetary magnetic field embedded in the solar plasma . The 

first paper on the small-scale, internal structure of the magnetopause was 

written in 1952 by Ferraro (6) . Long before this however, from 1931 till 

1941, he collaborated with Chapman in a famous series of papers (1 - 7 - 8 -

9 - 10) on the origin of geomagnetic storms. They introduced, amongst 

many new ideas, the basic concept of a sharp boundary layer, the magnetopause 

in modern terminology, between the compressed geomagnetic field and discrete 

plasma streams flowing almost radially outwards from the Sun. Today, these 

pioneering investigations remain fundamental to all theoretical studies of 

the magnetopause. 

~ 
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As t e thi~l~ ~1~ ' ~Wr5 _'.'~1.. ' g~~eBfJause is presumabl ~ . ,:: r g'SI,t i 

compared with its radius of :Futya~ ~f~art made the assumption that each 

element of thi ' il .. J .1:. hY'-lilC~a:r. .". . ~<~UHeQ£e iG!' ~ s ~>ad ."(':' 11~ I:l,aw,: ft2. '~ ~~p~hximation. 

Wi th this ass : ~~mp~ ~cr2- arg: and later ROL 

the steady-state sit nua ~ !~ . S [i~~uI~ ~ . 'I i bH ~h :stre[ of :UJnirC, ;';.v;" e l ~~<lrons 

with equal concentra. i... ons r.i : bu ·llld. ::: :t6~i¥fes, is incident normally on a 

unidirectional magnet. c fi~id. The ions and electrons are assumed to be 

devoid of thermal motions, and thus all particles of the same type have 

the same orbit, which is essentially rectilinear in the main body of the 

stream where the magnetic field is assumed vanishing. As the ions and 

electrons enter the increasing magnetic field in the boundary layer, they 

are deflected transversely in opposite senses. This transverse motion of 

the particles generates an electric current parallel to the boundary layer. 

The particles are bent around in the boundary layer until they re-enter the 

main body of the stream with a reflected velocity equal and opposite to their 

incident velocity . Because of their greater mass-to-charge ratio , the 

positive ions tend to penetrate more deeply into the magnetic field than 

the electrons. 

The tendency for the ions and electrons to separate ~ oducl!!i ;l'ic: 

polarization electric field perpendicular to the boundary layer. Thi s ~ 

electric field opposes the charge separation so that the ions and :l~~~r\)ns 

move approximately together perpendicularly to the boundary layer . Therefore, 

the charge separation remains small . The ions are reflected in the boundary 

layer primarly by the polarization electric fie:: i r:~f\::ller than by the 

magnetic deflecting force, and thus their tr, .jecto'ti~ 's lt·bend around sharply. 

The incident electrons, however, . "Jac'tl;iera ted by the electric field and 

deflected by the magnetic fie: l ~ ~1 rRey attain a maximum kinetic energy 

nearly equal to the or : ~ : lal i kibetic energy of the ions. Thus the J ~ctr41be 

field transfers energy from the ions to the electrons . In this way the 

electrons acquire a large transverse velocity parallel to the boundary layer 
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that greatly exce~ds trat of the ions. Therefore, the current is carried 

predominantly by the electrons. The reflected electrons are decelerated by 

the electric field, and their energy is transferred back to the reflected ions. 

In the fluid, or macroscopic steady state description of the 

boundary layer, the electromagnetic body force, acting .on the current is 

balanced by the pressure gradient force of the plasma : 

dp 

dx 
jB 

where p is the pressure of the plasma force, j is the current density, 

B the magnetic field, and x denotes a distance measured normally to the 

boundary layer (see figure 2) and directed into the stream. 

~ ~ 

The Maxwell equation, rot B = ~ j (MKSA units),becomes an one 
o 

dimensional equation (due to the assumption of a plane boundary layer) : 

dB 

dx - ~ j 
o 

Eliminating j between equation (1) and (1), the result can be 

integrated directly to give 

p + = constant 

This important equation (1) expresses the constancy of total 

pressure, kinetic + magnetic, throughout the plane boundary layer. 

By the assumption that the interplanetary magnetic field is 

negligible on the solar side of the boundary layer, and that the magnetospheric 

plasma pressure is negligible on the terrestrial side, the equilibrium occurs 

when the plasma pressure on the solar side, pS.s, balances the magnetic 
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pressure on the magnetospheric side 

s.s 
p 

(B2 /2 !l )m . s, so that at th~ magnetopause 
o 

(~) 

The surface current, flowing in the boundary layer, has the 

right sens, to shield the interior of the plasma, from the vacuum magnetic 

field, so that in the Ferraro model, the magnetic field reduces well to 

zero on the plasma side of the plane surface current, and is exactly twice 

the unperturbed field on the other. However, if the geomagnetic field is 

represented by a magnetic dipole, the magnetic field is only exactly twice 

the unperturbed field, on the line joining the dipole and its image in the 

plane interface (12). 

The solution obtained by Ferraro and Rosenbluth, using the charge 

neutral approximation in the plasma- and fields equations, show that the 

magnetic field, the electric current and the polarization electric field, 

all decrease exponentially within the stream, with a well-defined 

characteristic distance. 

This characteristic scale distance may however be deduced by simple 

physical considerations if we try to obtain an indication of the current 

sheath thickness (Phelps: 13). 

If d is this current sheath thickness (see figure 2), the Maxwell 

equation (1) can be written on the form : 

B 

d 
!1 j 

o 

The bar on physi<.., ,1 quYh"tLt'.?e~i ,'(f~\lOtes an average over the 

thickness of the layer . If we neglect the ion current, the current j 

contains only , elfEh!.t ronic component 
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(6) 

n is the number densi t y o f the inc iden t parti c le s, e is the proton charge, 
e 

and v is the mean vel oc ity o f t he e le ctrons transversely to the layer 
y 

(figure 2), y be ing a distance mea s ured i n the d irec tion o f the current. 

This v e l oci t y can be est ima t ed by t he f o llowing physical 

considerations. To a f irst approxima t ion , n e glec t ing the electric field in 

the x-direction, t h e electrons experience a mean y - c omponent of force 

which is essentially the Lorentz f orce : 

F e U B 

where U i s the norma l component of v e l o c i ty of the incident electrons. 

By Newton's law, thi s force i s a l so the change of momentum by 

unit time 

F = m v /I; 
e y 

where • is the t ime the ele ctron has passe d in the bound a ry and m is the 
e 

el e ctron's mass. This time is : 

2 d 

u 

The fact or 2 comes from t h e f a ct that t h e part i c l es are re fle cted 

in the layer. El i minating, b e twee n equations (~) a nd (~) and e qua ling 

the result wi t h equation (1 ) , 

v 
y 

2 d . 
e B 

m 
e 

one deduces a n e s timation f or v 
y 
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Combining equations 

d writes down immediately 

I, (~» ;and (10), the characteristic length 

d 

Equation (11) takes also the form 

d 
c 

w 
p 

where W is the electron plasma frequency. 
p 

W 
P 

(12) 

N is the total number density of electrons comprising both incident and 
e 

reflected particles (N = 2 n ). d is called the electron skin depth (e.s.d). 
e e 

It is thus a natural unit of length in the study of boundary layers between 

plasmas and magnetic fields, or between different kinds of plasma, immersed 

in a magnetic field. 

Furthermore, as it is assumed that all the solar particles 

incident on the boundary layer have zero ter ~~rat~, the total pressure 

on the geomagnetic field is the prod .- ~ o fluthe change of momentum by the 

flux of plasma : 

(14) 

n is the density of the incident particles of either sign, (since the solar 
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wind plasma is macroscopicly neutral 

electrons and ions masses. 

n = n 
e 

n.), m and m. being the 
~ e ~ 

Neglecting the momentum of the electrons and eliminating the 

density between the equilibrium relation (~) and the equati on (ll.) defining d, 

we obtain : 

d 
( 1\ II ') 

eK 

l/2 

]{ 
e 

R 
i 

(15) 

T id ::; eqlldL i()1) S/I<.'W5 that, t:OI~ tile case of a cold plasma in c ident 

011 a illi.L.ially C()ll sL anl lndgnelic f ield, the electron skin depth is just the 

geomelri.c meall of lhe cyc lotron radii of the electrons (R ) and ions (R.), 
e ~ 

baving energies equal to their incident kinetic energie s in the (maximum) 

magnel lC :f ield just outside the boundary, on the vac uum side. 

The e.s . d. can also be expressed in a suitable form for numerical 

calculations by the relation: 

d 5.3/ VN 
e 

-3 
where the total electron number density, N , is expressed in cm and d in km. 

e 

As the number electron density in the magnetosheath, at the 
-3 

nose of the magnetopause, has a typical value of 30 particles per cm 

the e.s.d is of the order of 1 km. The Ferraro magnetopause is then defined 

as the thin boundary layer in which the bulk of the shielding current flows. 

Its thickness is at most a few multiples of the e.s.d . 

In the approach of Ferraro (6), analytical solutions were obtained 

using the charge neutral approximation. In this approximate treatment, 

because of their electrostatic attraction, the ions and electrons moved 

strictly together and were turned back simultaneously at the same point in 
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space. But in an exact treatment, Sestero (14) and, later, Davies (15) 

found that the separation distance 0 (figure 2) between the position of 

deepest penetration of the ions and electrons is of the order of the Debye 

length : 

2 1/2 

(

& m U ) 
01'01 0 e 

N e
2 

e 

(17) 

For U = 300 km/s and N = 30 cm-3 we find 0 = 1 m. Thus 0 is 
e 

much smaller than d. 

The more deeply penetrating protons produce a surface layer of 

positive charges whose thickness is only of the Debye length. The 

repartition of the charges is shown schematically at right of the figure 2. 

The nega,tive charge has its maximum value at the electron turning point 

and decreases rapidly exponentially within the stream, with a characteristic 

scale distance of the order of the electron skin depth. 

3. The shape of the magnetopause 

The results for the idealized plane boundary layer are unaltered 

if the magnetosheath particles, have an initial component of velocity that 

is parallel to the plane boundary layer, but is still perpendicular to the 

magnetic field, because this transverse component of velocity is unchanged 

by the reflection process. Therefore, the particle pressure arising from 

specular reflection is given by 

2 2 
P = 2 n(mi + ~) U cos ~ 

-+ 
where ~ is the angle between the inward normal to the magnetopause (n) and 

the incident velocity. 
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It follows that the three-dimensional pressure-balance condition 

2 n (m. + m ) U
2 

cos
2 4 

~ e 

generalizes the equation (~). 

This equation remains valid when the magnetopause is in motion 

if the components of velocity are now referred to a local frame of reference 

in which the magnetopause is instantaneously at rest. This equation shows 

that B, the magnetospheric magnetic field adjacent to the magnetopause varies 

with position if 4 varies with position on the magnetopause. 

Using this pressure balance condition, several iterative methods 

have been developed for finding the shape of the magnetopause. The method 

introduced by Mead and Beard (6) is particularly simple and convenient to 

use. 

In a first approximation, the magnetic field due to the currents 

flowing at the magnetopause surface is neglected and the magnetic field 

at the boundary is twice that of the geomagnetic dipole field. Then, a 

first surface is calculated. From this approximate surface, the electrical 

surface are deduced (from the (modified) Maxwell 

The field correction due to the departure of the 

currents ever~her~ on~)the 

equation : ~ j = nAB 
o 

surface from a local plane is calculated by integrating the Biot-Savart 

integral of these currents over this first approximate surface . This 

correction is added to the initial field and the corrected field is 

reintroduced into the pressure balance condition. The cycle is repeated until 

no change in the surface is obtained on successive iterations. The figure 3 

is a pictorial view of the magnetopause computed by this method by Midgley 

and Davis (17). As the magnetic field is found very sensitive to small 

differences of boundary shape, particularly at the neutral points, the 

entire surface, at each cycle, must be computed at about 1600 points (the 
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density of points being the largest at the neutral points). The fourth 

iteration is usually adequate. 

4. Departures from the simple model 

The idealized model of Ferraro for the magnetopause boundary 

involves some drastic assumptions and simplifications. 

For example, the thermal motions of the incident ions and electrons 

are ignored and it is usually assumed that no particles are trapped in the 

magnetopause. Furthermore the plasma is heated on passing through the bow 

shock wave and may be turbulent tn the magnetosheath. Neglecting the 

thermal motions of the incident particles is certainly invalid near the 

stagnation point, at the nose of the magnetopause, where the flow of the 

plasma is subsonic and the thermalization the greatest. In addition, small 

dynamic perturbations of the magnetopause may cause some particles, 

particularly electrons, to become trapped within the boundary layer. 

As Grad (18) has pointed out, the absence of trapped particles corresponds 

to the thinnest possible sheath. If trapped particles are allowed then, 

there is no unique solution. In the macroscopic description, any pressure 

and magnetic field profiles satisfying the equilibrium equation define 

an allowable equilibrium solution. Some related problems have been discussed 

by Longmire (19) who shows that in some cases, for example if the velocity 

distribution deep inside the plasma is Maxwellian, there is no solution 

without trapped particles. 

A further complication is that the magnetosphere is not a vacuum 

but is populated by thermal and energetic charged particles. 
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5. The Parker's magnetopause 

As suggested by Parker (20-21-22), ambient thermal electrons 

and ions are available at the magnetopause to neutralize the polarization 

electric field, because the magnetic lines of force linking the magnetopause 

pass through the polar cusps, or magnetospheric clefts down to the 

ionosphere. The ionosphere acts then as an essentially unlimited reservoir 

of thermal particles having relatively high mobility across the lines of 

force. The modifications in the structure of the boundary layer are shown 

in figure 4. 

If the electrostatic field at the magnetopause is completely 

neutralized, the impinging magnetosheath ion and electron streams move 

independently of each other, and every particle penetrates into the 

geomagnetic field a distance approximately equal to its cyclotron radius . 

In the steady state, there is no transfer of energy from the ions to the 

electrons and the bulk of the electric current is carried by the ions as a 

result of their much larger cyclotron radius. Figure 4 shows also the 

distribution of excess solar charges, resulting from the deeper penetration 

of the magnetosheath ions, and the neutralizing distribution of ambient 

magnetospheric charges. 

The magnetic field decreases almost exponentially within the ion 

layer with a characteristic scale distance D which is just the average 

cyclotron radius of an ion in the magnetopause until the electron turning 

point is reached (23-24). For representative magnetosheath parameters 

D is of the order of 100 km. Thereafter the magnetic field decreases 

almost exponentially with a characteristic scale distance, the e . s.d. (d) 

of the order of 1 km. 

However, complete neutralization of the polarization electric 

field is unlikely not obtained because the solar wind pressure fluctuates 

continually. Under time-varying conditions, it is necessary to compare the 
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time constant for variations of the charge density, arising from a change 

in the solar wind pressure, with the time constant for the neutralization 

of the electrostatic field. An estimation of this latter time constant 

has been obtained by Willis (25), using an idealized magnetosphere-ionosphere 

circuit analogue (figure 5). In this approach the two geomagnetic flux 

tubes linking the magnetopause to the ionosphere are treated as lossless, 

coaxial transmission lines. The ionospheric terminations are represented 

by resistive annular disks, ant the magnetopause by a simple capacitor. 

After an abrupt increase in the pressure of the solar wind, the classi.cal 

boundary layer of Ferraro is formed very rapidly, and polarization charges 

are induced at the magnetopause (fig. 5). Willis (25) has calculated that 

the relaxation of this system takes a few hours to discharge by current 

flaw through the ionosphere. This relatively long time constant suggests 

that the electrostatic field may not be completely neutralized, since the 

solar wind pressure does not usually remain constant for as long as an hour. 

6. The geomagnetic tail 

Figure 6 represents an artist's conception, due to Heikkila (26), 

of the magnetosphere, its plasma populations and associated boundaries. 

An important property of the nightside current system, flawing 

around the flanks of the magnetosphere, in the magnetopause,and closing 

itself through the neutral sheet, is that it produces a perturbation 

magnetic field directed toward the sun above the earth's equatorial plane, 

and away from the sun below this plane. Thus the perturbation field 

increases the magnetic flux on the nightside, confining the tail to its 

cylindrical shape. 
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7. The role of the interplanetary magnetic field 

Some of the most pressing questions regarding the general 

configuration of the magnetosphere are concerned with the interplanetary 

magnetic field line connection across the magnetopause, and the mechanism 

of transfer of particles, energy, and momentum from the solar wind to the 

magnetosphere. All these problems are, of course, intimately linked with 

the analysis of the detailed structure and dynamics of the magnetopause . 

There is mounting evidence from studies of the rapid access of solar flare 

protons into the magnetosphere (27) that the open field lines emerging from 

the polar cusps must somewhere cross the magnetopause and link up with the 

interplanetary magnetic field that flows past the boundary, embedded in the 

solar wind (figure 6). 

Figure 7 from Dessler (28) shows the model of reconnection or 

merging, first suggested by Dungey (29) in 1961. 

When the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) turns southwards 

(as field line 1" in fig . 7) the opposite magnetospheric and solar wind 

fields merge or reconnect at a neutral point at the nose of the magnetosphere 

(fig. 7 : 2"-2'). In this theory, the magnetic energy lost by annihilation 

of opposite magnetic fields at the neutral point is converted into kinetic 

energy of motion to the solar wind, which is then deflected around the nose 

of the magnetosphere. In the frozen field convection concept, the motion 

of the solar wind carries the plasma on the reconnected interplanetary field 

line, and hence the field line itself, tailward. As the two halves of the 

field line move tailward in the interplanetary medium (sequence of field lines 

2" to 6" in fig. 7), the magnetospheric part of the lines, each of which 

has a foot in one polar cap, also moves tailward (sequence of field lines 2' 

to 6' in fig. 7) . Eventually, the two halves of the line merge or reconnect 

in the tail at a neutral point (fig. 7 : 7"-7 1
)', again forming a magnetospheric 

field line with two feet on the ground (8') and an interplanetary field line 

(8") not connected with the Earth. The newly connected field line (8 1
), then 
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moves earthward to return to the dayside merging region to repeat this 

process allover again . 

Moving field lines, while a useful concept for some, are totally 

irrelevant to others, and hence the above model is viewed with some 

suspicion. However, there is really no basic difficulty, since the field 

lines have no identity in the sense o f string or spaghetti and it is entirely 

equivalent to view the field lines in this model as stationary and talk 

entirely in terms of plasma motions (blank arrows in fi g. 7) . The solar 

wind plasma flows across the interplanetary field lines . When it encounters 

the magnetosphere, it mixes with an outward flow from the magnetosphere. 

The magnetopause is not a perfect conductor in this model, and part of the 

interplanetary electric field induced by the motion of solar plasma across 

the interplanetary magnetic field, penetrates into the polar field lines 

and causes a tailward flow in this region (see for example Vasyliunas (30) 

for a review of the merging theory). Flows over the north and south polar caps 

eventually meet in the tail. Then some of the plasma flows earthward and 

some tailward . It must also be said (30) that the process of merging or 

reconnection of magnetic field lines may take place, only when there is an 

electric field component along the X-line. (A characteristic of the 

interconnected magnetic fields (30-31) is that there is a singular line or 

separatrix, not a field line, which defines the boundary of closed field 

lines. For the special case of a strictly southward IMF (Fig. 7), the 

separatrix is an X-type neutral line, or more accurately an X-ring, completely 

around the magnetosphere. The magnetic field strength at the line vanishes, 

and the field lines in the plane normal to this neutral line form an 

X geometry (see the neutral points in fig. ,). I¥, the more general case, 

where the IMF has an arbitrary orientation there are two neutral points, 

more or less on opposite sides of the magnetosphere ; these are joined by 

two separatrices, which are now X-lines with a tangential component of magnetic 

field along them. The projection of the field lines on a plane normal to 

the X-line still shows an X-type geometry . The essential feature of an 

X-line, is that there is no component of magnetic field perpendicular to it, 
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and therefore no Lorentz force acts on a charged particle moving along it . 

For some, the interplanetary magnetic field represents the 

external driving mechanism of the magnetospheric electric field. If the 

magnetic field lines are electric potentials everywhere, it is possible 

to map this external electric field into the magnetosphere down to the polar 

ionosphere (32), if one knows exactly the manner in which the magnetic 

field lines are connected through the magnetopause and this leads to the 

well-known magnetospheric dawn-dusk electric field in the equatorial plane 

outside the plasmasphere. 

8. Other mechanisms for transfering energy from the solar wind to the 

magnetosphere 

At the present time, it is not at all clear, whether the IMF 

is the sole external cause of the magnetospheric electric field . The 

existence of a dawn-dusk electric field and associated convection pattern, 

at all times in the magnetosphere, as introduced by Axford and Hines (33), 

regardless of the characteristics of the interplanetary magnetic field, 

suggests the coexistence of another (or even several) steady-state, external 

driving mechanism, which in the theory of Axford (34) would be caused by 

a viscous interaction or "tangential drag" of the solar wind magnetosheath 

plasma with the magnetospheric plasma. This interaction, taking place at 

the magnetopause, would be sufficient to drive the convection magnetospheric 

plasma deep within the magnetosphere . 

The existence of some mechanism for the transfer of energy from 

the solar wind to the upper atmosphere has been established from studies 

of the effects of atmospheric drag on the orbits of Earth satellites at 

relatively low altitudes (35-36-37). This transfer of energy is explained 

in terms of a solar wind-magnetosphere interaction (38). Indeed, the 

steady-state heating produced by the currents in the polar ionosphere, as 
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described for example in Willis theory (25), is directly proportional 

to the velocity of the solar wind. Thus, to the extend that the geomagnetic 

activity is related to this velocity, the corpuscular heating of the upper 

atmosphere is also. And, there is .=..::.;;.;..;;;;;.a...;;;;.. some 

heating the solar wind, because there is always some drag, or dissipative 

effect, on the cavity. 

Re (1974), a new approach to the study of the magnetopause 

has been introduced Cole (39). This author has used the adiabatic 

motion (40) to examine the reflection of magnetosheath of 

particles ( at a magnetopause for the case in which the 

surfaces of constant magnetic are inclined at a to this 

ma se. In to the equatorial dawn side, a 

proton enters the magne at 0 with centre at and exists 

the magneto at D with centre at CD" It can be seen that the 

reflection is no more and that the transverse of particle 

momentum parallel to the magnetopause is the reflection 

process. Furthermore, Cole has demonstrated that incident magnetosheath 

particles making an wi th the magne which is less than a critical 

value can penetrate into the geomagnetic field quite By this 

process, protons are on the dawn side and electrons on the dusk 

side, to the well known dawn-dusk electric field. The capture 

of these particles causes also a "tangential on the 

geomagnetic field. Adiabatic (40) is questionable to discuss the 

motion of particles across the magne since the magnetic field 

changes appreciably over distances comparable with the ion cyclotron radius. 

Nevertheless, the ideas outlined by Cole warrant further research 

and it would be interes to consider these new within the framework 

of the self consistent equation of a kinetic , without 

re to the guiding centre tion. 
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9. Experimental observations 

Theoretical predictions of the location and shape of the 

magnetopause based on an analogy with continuum gas dynamics are in reasonably 

good agreement with the observations : the average geocentric distance of the 

magnetopause near the noon-magnetic meridian is about 10 RE and this distance 

increases to about 12-14 RE near the dawn and dusk meridians. 

In general, however, it is found that the measurements are not 

yet sufficiently detailed to distinguish reliably between the competing 

theoretical models for the magnetopause structure. This is due to the 

fact that the magnetopause is a very thin layer that is usually in motion 

and it is considerably more difficult to deduce the small-scale, internal 

structure, from traversals by a single satellite, than to determine merely 

the location of the magnetopause. Figure 9 is a magnetometer record of the 

geomagnetic field obtained near the noon meridian by Explorer 12 on 

September 13, 1961 (41). The magnitude of the total magnetic intensity is 

plotted against geocentric distance from the Earth. The smooth curve 

shows the variation of the intensity with distance for the Finch and Leaton 

(42) geomagnetic reference field. Also plotted are the angles a and ~, 

defining the orientation of the field relatively to the spin axis of the 

satellite and to the Sun. It can be seen that the magnetopause is 

characterized by a sudden, large change in field direction. It is 

accompanied by a reduction in field magnitude and increased fluctuations 

in the direction and magnitude of the field in the magnetosheath. In can also 

be seen, that the field strength just inside the magnetosphere is about twice 

the strength of the dipole field in agreement with the theory. 

A salient feature of many satellite traversals is that the 

magnetopause appears to be crossed repeatedly in a single pass (multiple 

crossings) which suggests that this boundary is frequently in motion 

(43-44-45-46). The spatial amplitudes of the motion vary from about 0.2 

to 2.2 RE and the motion is sometimes periodic. The characteristic times 
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of the motion usually vary from 2 to 15 minutes (47-48), but both longer 

periods (49-50) and shorter periods (46) are sometimes observed. 

The precise thickness of the magnetopause is difficult to determine 

experimentally because of the motion of this boundary. Cahill and Patel (44) 

have found that the thickness on the days ide is usually in the range 20 to 

300 km, while Heppner et al. (45) have estimated experimentally that the 

thickness of the dayside magnetopause is about 100 km, 200 km being a 

likely upper limit. Other measurements (43-46) have confirmed that the 

thickness of the days ide part of the magnetopause is generally of the order 

of 100 km, which is comparable to the proton cyclotron radius in the boundary 

layer. The magnetopause is still a well-defined boundary at the orbit of 

the Moon (51) and beyond (52). A,t the lunar distance, the thickness of the 

magnetopause is usually about 1000 km, but sometimes only 30 km (51). These 

estimates for the thickness of the magnetopause are all comparable to, or 

greater than, the proton cyclotron radius ; they imply that the electrostatic 

field at the magnetopause is usually negligible, for otherwise the thickness 

of the magnetopause would be only of the order of 1 km, as in the Ferraro 

model (6). 

The magnetometer data have also been analyzed in an attempt to 

determine the vector normal to the magnetopause and the component of 

magnetic field in this direction (53-54). The observations suggest that two 

distinct types of boundary structure exist : a tangential discontinuity, in 

which the field magnitude sometimes has a minimum value within the current 

layer and is usually different on either side of the layer ; and a rotational 

discontinuity, in which the magnitude of the magnetic field remains constant 

but the direction changes on crossing from the magnetosphere into the 

magnetosheath. A tangential discontinuity corresponds to the boundary layer 

discussed by Ferraro (6) and Parker (20-21-22). A rotational discontinuity 

however has a component of magnetic field normal to the boundary, and the 

magnitude of this component provides some indication of the amount of field-
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line interconnection at the magnetopause (the interconnection implies that 

there is a normal component of magnetic field at the magnetopause that permits 

the interpenetration of magnetosheath and magnetosphere plasmas by the 

process of field-aligned diffusion). 

Although the shape and location of the magnetopause are now fairly 

well understood in terms of analogies with continuum gas dynamics, the 

detailed, internal structure of the magnetopause remains uncertain. Most of 

the measurements are able to determine the location of the magnetopause 

because the physical characteristics on either side of the magnetopause are 

usually quite distinct. The time resolution of the measurements, however, is 

inadequate~ to provide a detailed survey in the interior of such a thin 

(about 100 km) boundary layer . For this reason, theoretical studies of the 

magnetopause structure have often proceeded without strict reference to 

experimental observations. 

The early studies were based on an investigation of individual 

particle orbits and neglected, among other factors, the thermal motions 

of the incident particles, the possible existence of trapped particles in 

the boundary layer, turbulen c:-p-- in- the magnetosheath, the interplanetary 

magnetic field, and the presence of ambient magnetospheric and ionospheric 

plasma. More recent studies have attempted to take account of some of these 

factors, but, the simultaneous inclusion of all these complicating factors 

presents a formidable problem that has not yet been studied. 

10. The geomagnetic activity 

At the present time, our knowledge of the interaction of the solar wind 

with the magnetosphere can provide us plausible mechanisms to explain certain 

aspects of the geomagnetic activity . 
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For example, it is possible to predict geomagnetic activity up to 

two hours in advance by using in situ interplanetary measurements. 

Burton et al. (55) have predicted the Dst index using in situ 

measurements of the solar wind velocity, number density and interplanetary 

field strength. Figure 10 shows the result of this prediction for a 

moderately disturbed period (March 3, 4 and 5, 1968). The top panel is the 

square root of the dynamic pressure, the middle panel, the square of the 

westward solar magnetospheric component of the interplanetary electric 

field times its sign. The solid line at the bottom panel is the measured 

Dst index during this period. The dashed line is the predicted Dst. It can 

be seen that there is a good agreement between calculated and observed Dst. 

The philosophy of this calculation is the following : Burton et al. 

(55-see also : Russell, 56) have used iaterplanetary observations during ten 

magnetic storms to derive an empirical expression for the rate of change of 

Dst. The calculation proceeds as follows : 

r---------
Dst'(t) = Dst(t) - a'Vmn(t) v2 (t) + b 

a 
at (Dst' (t» 

2 = - c EW (t - T) - d Dst'(t) 

a 
Dst (t +.6) = Dst{t} + .6 - (Dst' (t» 

at 

Where m is the proton mass, n the number density and V the velocity of the 
-+ -+ 

solar wind. Ew is the east-west component of the interplanetary (V A B) 

electric field, set equal to zero if ~ is negative or eastwards (or when the 

IMF is northwards), and T is a time lag for magnetospheric response. In these 
-5 -9 2 2 -1 expression, Dst is in Y (1 Y = 10 G = 10 Wb/m), P = mnV in eV m . 

The constants used in constructing figure 10 from equations (20) to (22) 
-1/2 -

a equals 0.18 Y (eV.cm-3) ; b equals 16 Y ; d equals 3.5 x 10-5 
are 

-4 -1 -2 -1 
and c equals 4.4 x 10 Y (.V.m) s . The response time ~, of the 

-1 
s ; 
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magnetosphere to the interplanetary electric field has been held constant at 

30 min in this study and it is shown that these constants work equally well 

on quiet days as well as disturbed. 

The first equation (20) corresponds to the initial phase of 

magnetic storms during which the excess of the solar wind pressure exerted 

on the magnetosphere, leads to a sudden increase of the magnetic field. 

Dst' is then a new Dst index from which the contribution of the solar wind 

dynamic pressure has been removed . The second equation (21) corresponds to 

the main phase of the magnetic storm during which the magnetic field 

intensity is decreased due to the increase of the ring current intensity. 

It is assumed that the main phase development rate is proportional to the 

square of the dawn-dusk or east-west component of the interplanetary 

electric field~. The change in Dst is added to the initial Dst value in 

the third equation (11). 

At the present time, there is some evidence that the southward 

component of the interplanetary magnetic field is the causative agent of the 

geomagnetic activity and it appears that the previously found relations 

between geomagnetic activity and solar wind velocity although real do not 

necessarily result from a causative effect of the solar wind velocity on 

geomagnetic activity but are probably due to correlations between the various 

solar wind parameters (57). Figure 11 from Russell et al . (58) shows the 

solar wind number density and velocity, the interplanetary magnetic field 

strength and solar magnetospheric north-south component, measured on 

Explorer 33, in the solar wind, on March 3, 1968. In the bottom two panels 

are the Dst and AE indices for the same time period. The apparent cause of 

the strengthening of the ring current, measured by a decrease of about 30 Y 

in Dst, after 1600 UT, was the strong southward component of the 

interplanetary magnetic field at 1500 UT. No change is seen in the solar 

wind number density, velocity or magnetic field strength . On the other hand, 

the magnetic field is predominantly southward on this day . 
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Another manifestation of the control of magnetospheric dynamics by 

the southward component of the interplanetary magnetic field is the semiannual 

variation of geomagnetic activity (57). This semiannual variation can be 

seen in all indices of geomagnetic activity. Figure 12 from Russell and 

McPherron (57) shows the semiannual variation as determined from storm 

counts data of Chapman and Bartels (59) and by using the Dst inde~ (57). 

The left panel is the occurence of great storms and smaller storms from 

1875 to 1927. The right panel is the occurence of storms with Dst less 

than -40, -80, and -160 Y during the years 1958 and 1961 through 1969. The 

semiannual variation has maximums at spring and fall, and a 2 to 1 

enhancement of equinoctial to solstitial storm occurence. The explanation has 

been given by Russell and McPherron (57) : The interplanetary magnetic field 

is ordered in the solar equatorial (GSEQ) coordinates system rather than 

solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinates (see the appendix for a description of 

coordinates systems). The interaction of the southward component of the 

interplanetary field with the magnetosphere is ordered in the solar 

magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates system. These coordinates systems all have 

a connnon X-axis which pointsat the sun, but the Y-and Z-axes differ by a 

rotation about the X-axis. The angles between the GSEQ and GSM axes are a 

function of both time of day and day of year, while the angles between the 

GSEQ and GSE axes are a function of day of year only. A possible relative 

orientation of these three systems is shown in figure 13. 

A field along the idealized spiral would have an X- and Y-components 

in the GSEQ system, but no Z- component. Since the coordinates systems all 

have a common X-axis, the X-component is the same in each system. However, 

as is illustrated in figure 13, even an :al spiral field can have a 

southward component in the other a sys't:~ms ~ i <lJince, the magne tosphere 

interacts more strongly l'lith southward IN::e l'dS''I-tti'l!ln with northward fields, 

because the merging rate is greater, the varying relative orientation of 

the GSEQ and GSM coordinates systems, during the rotation of the Earth around 

the Sun, gives a semiannual variation of the probability of a southward 
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component in solar magnetospheric coordinates. The interaction is 

proportional to the strength of the southward component and there is no 

interaction for northward fields. Finally, it can be shown that the model 

of Russell and McPherron (57) explains also the annual variation, ~he 

11- and 22- Yr cycles in geomagnetic activity but does not furnish an 

explanation for the diurnal variation (60-61). 

Many authors have found diurnal variations of geomagnetic activity. 

The question is whether these variations are due to ionospheric effects or 

whether t~ey are controlled by the solar-wind magnetosphere interaction. 

Vercheval (62) has found that the existence of a daily density variation in 

the mean thermosphere could be associated with a lack of symmetry in the 

configuration of the geomagnetic field. Because of the rotation of the 

dipole around the axis of rotation of the Earth, a component of the daily 

variation of the geomagnetic activity is generated. This component of the 

geomagnetic activity is known as the McIntosh (63) component. The variation 

is a time universal effect, thus presenting a planetary character. This 

daily variation would be due to a preferential orientation of the dipole 

axis for the energy storage responsible of the geomagnetic effect. 

I 
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Appendix Geophysical coordinates systems (from Russell - 64) 

1. Geocentric solar magnetospheric system (GSM) 

The GSM system has its X-axis from the Earth to the Sun. Tye Y-axis 

is defined to be perpendicular to the Earth's magnetic dipole so that the 

X-Z plane contains the dipole axis. The positive Z-axis is chosen to be in 

the same sens as the nothern magnetic pole. 

2. Geocentric solar equatorial system (GSEQ) 

The GSEQ system has its X-axis pointing towards the Sun from the 

Earth. However, instead of having its Y-axis in the ecliptic plane, the 

GSEQ Y-axis is parallel to the Sun's equatorial plane which is inclined to 

the ecliptic. We note that since the X-axis is in the ecliptic plane and 

therefore is not necessarily in the Sun's equatorial plane, the Z-axis of 

this system will not necessarily be parallel to the Sun's axis of rotation. 

However, the Sun's axis of rotation must lie in the X-Z plane. The Z-axis 

is chosen to be in the same sense as the ecliptic pole, i.e. northwards. 

3. Geocentric solar ecliptic system (GSE) 

The GSE system has its X-axis pointing from the Earth towards the 

Sun and its Y-axis is chosen to be in the ecliptic plane pointing towards 

dusk (thus opposing planetary motion). Its Z-axis is parallel to the 

ecliptic pole. Relatively to an inertial system, this system has a yearly 

rotation. 
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Fig . 3. Pictorial view or the magnetos pheric boundary as lOinputed by M idgeky and Davis 
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